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~1J~:CHRE!!~!!a~Y Passes. Exams F;E_r._ Credit Plan

-~'A proposal to award undergraduate credit
on the basis of th C 11 ... L . 1
Examination Program (CLEP)~w:Sg~:t
the faculty meeting yesterday attemoo.n .
·
·
·
The proposal, co-authored by William
Huber, deon of University College, is
effective hnm~atet)~ ·and. would give
students a mubnUm·· ol:: 30 undergraduate
:credit houn for satisfactory completion of
the CLEP exams. They would be subject,
b.owe:v~~., ~9 the approval of the

degLErntmg colleges onalclampus. n.~
.
Although it was pointed out that
..
. exams are usu Y taken before
t:R1AlSdtt.dffate credit could be a disadvantage in
unlverslty enroll~ent and. consist ~f .two ·5~r-.. .·th'6-'aaoption of CLEP, it was left to the
hal f-dhay .seSSIOnS WhiCh prOVIde . a
college concerned to give their approval as a
com pre. ens1ve measure of ach1eve.men.t m
a , finalmatective measure.
. · ..
five areas: English composition, humanities,
S~r ·.1. ~--r;J~
math, science, and social 81
.
.
A fee of . . 5 for the first CLEP exam and
A score of 500 or above (on a scale
or more is required to take the
200 to 800) on each of the five tests
exempt a student from appropriate t;.ea.ae..~:u
A m~tiQtr:~ carried by the facuity to
courses requir.ed..bY. the degree-granag
postpone' the next item on the agenda
coli g
d
h
th
· '
whic? proposed the ~stitution Qf a test
creJit:_~ g1ve lDl
e correspon ·1':
requ1rement for graduating seniors.
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COnflict of Interest
Prompts Advocacy.
Of Censuring Senator
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Like lcarulllS into the sun, dozens of hang1}1iders gathl!l' atop the Sandia Crest each weekend
to exPfl'ience the late# rage: flying like a bird. For a closer look at the newest fad people are
11.1bjecting them~t~lves to, 8/!e page 6.

Is Bandana Rapist Gone 7.
.
By .JOHN HOLMES
The Blue Bandana Bandit, who raped at leut
four women and broke into the apartments of 11
others 10uth of the university Jut aprinf, hu not
oflicially been heard from aince June 26.
Hi• inac:tmty leaves police with two theoriea:
either he paduated and left town or he is a
napect who w• arrested, releued for Jack of
evidence, and then eommitted to a mental
hmpital.
.
Deteetive Dorothy Shaw, who inYeStilatea ~ex
erime. for the Albuquerque Police Department,
aid she prefers the lat.(er theory,
••we . picked up a man who lit the exact
deaeription during the first part of July," she
aid.
''We 1lthered together four of the
victim• ••• the others had all left town ••• and
put the man in· a lineup. The four victi~ could
not identify him. We had to let him go rmaJiy."
'11le rapilt always kept his face covered with a
blue bandana.
·
Once releued, the man's parents had him
committed to a local hospital for psychiatric
treatment, Shaw Mid.
••t don't know if he'• still there or not, but we
haven't had a report aince," she Aid.
Of course, the rapist could be a UNM student
who graduated or left school and hu gone on to
some place elae, she Aid.
rr he left, abe IBid, he il probably rapinl in his
new home town. And, if he hu struck elsewhere,
the Albuqt.~erque police have not heud about it.
uwe put an APB (all-points bulletin) out on
. him, but we never heard ·anything back," she
aid.
. She Mid it is difficult to believe .he would atop
if he il. free. And if he il opentin1 in dOther
town. his method is diatinetiv&; enoulh that local

police would have heard.

In the three months (April, May and June) he
operated, the bandit entered 15 apartments and
nped four women.
He worked between 12:30 and 4:30a.m. in an
mea bordered by Cential and Garfield on the
north and Girard and University on the eut and
weat.
In each cue, he entered through an open door
or window except once when. police found a
, broken door.
Once inside, Shaw aid, he followed a set
pattem.
·
*'Firat he would go throuth the victim 'a pune
and take any money. He never cheeked anywhere
elle. At leut one of the victims had a good deal
of jewelry which he never touched. Sometime•
he got nothing. The mmt he ever took wu '$23.
''Then he'd take a paring knife and place it
against the victim's neck and wake her up, u the
officer Mid. "It wasn't a big knife or anything
and he would place it just so, so u not to cut her
if she moved too fut."
"
She 1!18id the one word used mOiSt often by the
women to deaeribe their attacker was ,.gentle."
"He. waa a very .gentle penon. In . the cases
where he didn't rape anyone he asked the women
to remme their clothes. Then, while the women
Mt on the bed, he stood there and muturbated.
He was really very gentle," Shaw said.
"One girl was so frightened, she waa so scared,
he locked all the doors and windows and then
told her she didn't have to worry about anybody
elae coming in at;~d bothering her." ·
'· . Because of the coneem shown for his victims
and hia behavior in most or ·the cues, Shaw Mid
she felt the bandit wu not primarily a rapist but
an e;chibitioniat. She said the tour women who
(Continued on ptJie 3)

By ORLANDO MEDINA
An ad hoc committee set up to investigate procedures in the
ASUNM Coffee House. has. recommended that Senator Randy
Gins be censured after .. Senator Gins did involve himself in a
conflict of interest."
In a ten page report, the committee concluded that due to
Gin's job with an advertising firm and his sale of advertising on
place mat menus for the coffeehouse, "university policies were
violated and that Senator Gins did not receive any proper
authorization for the use of the Pflyco Advertising Company."
In addition the committee said, .,Senator Gins attempted to
involve ASUNM as a party to misrepresentation."
More specifically, the committee referred to interviews with
members. of the Coffeehouse Committee, Gins and ASUNM
President Gil Gonzales in which it,
(Photo by BillllavriUa)
was establ.ia~d that Gins did· not
inform individuals concerned that
he was working for the advertising
firm, owned by his brother, that
printed the place mats.
The report, filed with ASUNM
Vice President Erneato Gomez,
explains circumstapces last
semester and during the summer
when the coffeehouse first had
the idea of printing place mats
with advertising.
According to Gin's statement,
be met with Arlene Cinelli, then
chairwoman of the Public
Relations Committee wh9Se duty
was to raise revenue for the
coffeehouse by selling advertising.
After a span of four or five
·months, Gins met with Gonzales
and Cinelli and wu informed· that
the Public Relations Committee
could not do the job.
A later meeting with Gonzale•
Randy Gins
resulted with, ••the Public
Relations Committee couldn't get it together to handle the
project and that Senator Gins would take over."
During the summer Gonzales said he wu shown a basic format
for the plaeemata and wu asked by Gins for a memo stating the
coffeehouse .would be in operation, would use placemats, and
would introduce Gina as a member from ASUNM.
The memo reads, "Space is currently available from ASUNM
Coffee Hou• repreeentatiYe Randy Gin~."
Gonzales Aid he a1ain diseuaed the plac:emats with Gina and
was told that ~everal adYertisements had been sold. The name
Pflyco wu mentioned.
At this meeting Gonzales later said he was not aware that
.. Senator Gins was an employee or Pflyco, that Pflyco was owned
by Senator Gins brother, that Senator Gins wasn't the senate
representative to the Coffeehouse Committee, and that the
coffeehouse would not get the revenue from advertising sales."
Gonzales was also unaware that Pt1yco was an advertising
company.; he assumed it waa a printing company.
Further inquiry into the placemats did not occur until Mike
Benavidez, co-ordinator of the ASUNM oftice of Research and
Consumer affairi, questioned Gonzales on why revenue from the
advertising on the placemats wu not to go to the coffeehouse.
Research also revealed that the coffeehouse was to receive
50,000 placemats.
Gins' explanation, in the committee report, for his actions at
this point was that the memo was only to show existence of the
~'l.tfeehouse.and that placemat& would be used.
..
11.,~ added that the placemats were to be donated to the
cotf...houae since revenue wu going to Pflyco and that 50,000
plaeemJits wu the minimum order.
(Continued on page a)
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PIRG Struggles Through Many Problems,
By MICHAEL O'CONNOR
T/1e Board .of Regents will vote
tltis Saturday, Sept, 14, on
whether to approve the
PJRG-proposed funding method
of adding a $2 refundable
surcharge to 11tudent tuition. The
following is the first of a
three-part 11eries dealing with the
organization from Nader to now.
Since Ralph Nader planted the
Public Interest Research Group
(PIRG) idea here last spring,
problems have plagued the group's
at tempts to establish itself in
Albuquerque.
However, through seven
months of money problems, early
disot·ganization, student
opposition to their proposed
funding m<.>thod and a balky
Board of R<'gents, the PIRG
proponents are still struggling
toward their goal. They are
persistent because during that
same period, they got 51 per cent
of the stu -tents enrolled at UNM
to sign petitions supporting PIRG
and its funding method.
PIRGs grew out of student
reaction to the anarchic activism
of the sixties into student-run,
Nader-inspired organi;.~ations
trying to use the system's tools,
money and expertise to fight the
excesses and injustices of the
system,
Donald Ross, a New York
lawyer who developed PIRG
from Nader's idea in 1970,
described the PIRG philosophy to
students in Oregon, where the
first PIRG was established that
same year,

"Student movements in the
past lacked a coherent scheme and
delineable goal from which they
could derive direction," Ross said.
"The only effective way students
can attack the problems which
concern them and win is by hiring
professional full-time help; their
own economists, lawyers,
environmentalists, and
statisticians."
Nader and Ross felt that if they
could harness student idealism,
and if students would direct their
energy into the system using a
PIRG as their tool, then the
students could have an effect on
the system.
Over four years later, on Feb.
23, Nader dropped in on the UNM
campus. The1'e was little advance
notice concerning his ·speech and
no one who attended knew the

PIRGs grewoutofstudent
reaction to the anarchic
activism of the sixties into
student-run, Nader-inspired
organizations trying to use
the system's tools, money
and expertise to fight the
excesses and injustices of the
system.
real reason why Nader had come.
In a Uu·ee·hour speech that Ed
Coles, chail·person of New Mexico
PIRG, called "spell-binding," the
charismatic Nader talked about
many things, the energy crisis and
the economic situation among
them.

But hia main topic waa the
establishment of a PIRG in New
Mexico.
He said PIRGs are run by an
elected board of student directors
who choose the projects that

Ed Coles

professionals hired by the
organization will research and
even attack through legal channels
in the name of the public.
The funds to pay the
professionals, Nader said, would
come from a two dollar surcharge
to each ·student's tuition, a
surcharge which would be
refundable at the student's
request. ·
He also said some students
could work as volunteers while

...

'The silent majority
elected Nixon because they
just wanted to hand over the
reins to someone· else.
Citizenship is more thaf)
voting-it's voting and ---·---<Hnnt1.•sses are ran•r than giants but
becoming involved in tlu•ir
hei_ghts are still spt.•ctacuJar. The
something.'
tallt•st woman in mt.•diral history was
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By RICH ROBERTS
Students taking courses through Women's
Studies or Ethnic Studies may find themselves
high and dry if Nathaniel Wollman, dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences, receives approval to
withdraw credit for courses in these programs.
Wollman has consulted the Curricula
Committee and the Entrance and Credits
Committee for information concerning the
validity of the proposed action. He has written
letters discussing the proposal to Charles D.
Biebel, assistant professor of American Studies,
and the directors of Women's Studies and Ethnic
Studies programs. Both interdisciplinary
programs are sponsored by American Studies.
Wollman said if he received approval from
Vice President for Academic Affairs Chester
Travelstead, he would then withdraw credit for
courses in these areas. He also said until it is
proven to his satisfaction that adequate academic
requirements are met, these courses would not be
allowed for credit through the College of Arts
and Sciences,
Wollman's action results from the giving of
blanket A's by members of the faculty and staff
for courses in these programs. Wollman said he
did .not know why blanket A's were given,
especially at the beginning of the semester.
"It's absurd and a complete distortion of the
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•rand (HGinny) Bunrord. bom on July

26, 1.895, at Bartlt.•y Grt•en, NorthfieJd,
Birmingham.. England, ht•r abnormal
growth startl•d at tht.• agt.• of l l
follnwin~ a head injury, and on hL•r
13th birthday slw mt.•a:;ur<'d 0 fct•t 6
inciH•s. Shortly bt.•fort~ lwr dt.•<tth on
April l, 1922, sht• stood 7 ft.'t.•t 7 jncht.ls
tall, but sh.;> had a st•vt.•rc curvature of
tht• S{)illl' and ·would have mt•astued
about 7 feet 1 L inrht•s with assumed
normal curvature. JIC'r skeleton, now
pn•st.•r\•cd in the Anatomical Mus~um
in the Medical School at Birmingham
University, has a mounted ht'ight of 7
feet 4 inches.

voting-it's voting and becoming
involved in something."
Aftci' his speech, Nad<'r and
Ross held a meeting witl1 150
students in which they outlined
how a PIRG might be started
here,
Ross suggested a massive
petition drive as the way to
determine student support for

Dval

For Education Students

Teaching Requirements Lowered

·{

Sprint

ENTRY BLANKS. WITH RULES AND REGULATIONS FOR BOTH EVENTS
AVAILABLE AT THE FOLLOWING LOCATIONS:
UNM Alumni Office, Suite 200, New Mexico Union UNM
Vice President for Student and Campus Affairs, UNM
Dean o.f Stvdents, Mesa Vista Hall, UNM
City High Schools, Albuquerque
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By JUDY ELLIS
Secondary Education students
at UNM no longer have to wait
until their senior year to 1·eccive a
taste or the teaching experience.
A pre-student teaching program
initiated last year by the
Secondary Education Department
of the College of Education, now
offers juniors a chance to combine
their classroom knowledge with
off-campus teaching activity.
This Junior Block program
consists of two semesters of
course work in secondary
education designed to integrate
knowledge of the social and
philosophical foundations of
education with basic t~aching
methods and administrative
functions.
In this program the secondary
education student enrolls their
junior year in two de)>artmental

courses, one in which the social student. Another motive was to
and psychological aspects of all.ow the students earlier
teaching are discussed and another exposure to tlic public school
en tit I ed Pre-Student Teaching system before they attempt their
Ex pericnce. The latter course senior year student teaching."
After the Junior Block
consists of three hours of seminar
and six hours of off-campus program these students then go on
observation at various local high to learn special. methods for
schools. In this way the student is teaching in their chosen area, he
.
given an opportunity before his said.
This program-which secondary
senior year of student teaching to.
observe first-hand the educational education chairman Roderic
theories acquired in the Wagoner calls "an exemplary
classroom.
pre-student teaching program for
"Up until last year, junior year the country"-grew out of
secondary education students previous experiences with other
took these courses separately " experimental projects and ideas,
said Sigmund Mierzw~, and was in the planning two years
co-ordinator of the Junior Block previous to its initiation in 1973.
Program. "One motive in
be ginning this program was a
desire to achieve a much closer
integration of theory and practice
The Student Aids Office says it
for the secondary education
will honor those scholarships
already awarded for the entire
school year. But applications for
spring semester scholarships are
not being accepted due to lack of
funds.

Scholarships

ASUNM Senator
May Be Censored

[50-Mile Relay]

Sponsored by the UNM Alumni A_ssociotion Student Homecoming Committee
. . "'
. -·

grading system," he said. "It doesn't achieve
anything of educational value, but detracts from
it. Grading should reflect performance."
He said many faculty members feel uneasy
about judging the competence of students .
"These people should not be faculty, he said.
"A faculty needs to judge the work of the
sutdents. If there is a blanket grade, there is no
distinction between competence and
incompetence. If a university is to give degrees,
the faculty has to make such discrimination."
Wollman said society had placed on the
university the question of determining a person's
competence for receiving a degree,
"If the university avoids that responsibility
then an external state examining board must
come in. I'm quite happy for a board of
examine;·s to do the job as they do in fields of
law, medicine and dentistry," he said.
He said most people determined to break
down the grading system did so out of a sense of
creating social mobility for the lower classes. He
said many of these faculty see the university as
an agent of the middle classes.
In changing the grading system, these faculty
members hope to give the same chances to the
lower classes. The university would then be
giving degrees whether the recipient is
intellectually competent or not, Wollman said.

0

Sept. 29-~inals: Oct. 13

.PRIZES WILL INCLUDE MEDALS
AND SIX BICYCLES

who remotely fit the description was stopped
and questioned,
"But it didn't seem to worlt. On one ocassion,
the office1· arrived within three minutes and there
was no body around. The whole area was
deserted."

Courses May Lose Credit

·a
10
8

r

HIGH SCHOOL AND UNIVERSITY OF
NEW MEXICO STUDENTS
(MEN AND/OR WOMEN) ARE INVITED TO ACCEPT
THE CHALLENGE OF BICYCL Y RACING ON
THE UNM STADIUM TRACK
· (4-MHe Relay)

l0
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Entry Deadline: Friday, Sept. 20, J2:00

DvaiEftdura

(Continued from page I)
were raped were usually passive because of fear.
H? seldom deviated from his pattern, she said;and 1t was remarkably successful for him.
"We had people all over th.e area and I spent
all night i~ several selected apartments. Anyone .•

w

THE PEDALING FEAT
1!174
Preliminaries~

·Is Bandana Rapist Gone 7
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forming a PIRG in Albuquerque.
''You can hav.e a group §'
operating at UNM by next fall,"
Ross said. "A university is a very i[.
unique situation, one very'<"'
adaptable to the formation of ~
PIRGs. You have a great number g'
of people interested in change and ~ .
a means-through the'C
administration-of collecting great ;amounts of money."
3
Coles agreed,·saying "students [
are around for only a relatively ...
short time and their thinking is •
geare.d that way. It is hard to ~
sustain any kind of significant :i!
social change unless you have the
money to hire the expertis!' to
fight the expcl't.ise that's ah·Pady
worldng for thP syst<'m."
StudPnts like Coles and Bah·d
left the meC>ting thai night with
visions of Don Quixote dancing in
their heads, Soon, however,
pmblems and opposition would
face PIRG workers, and they
would realize they were not tilting
at windmills.
Second part: PIRG- trials and
tribulations

others might get university credit
on a clinical education or
independent study basis.
"He talked about the role of
students," Coles said, "He said
society holds students in
abeyance, in an extended
childhood, and th<1Y are not given
responsible tasks."
"Nader also emphasized that in
this society we don't have
fulHime citizens," said Torrey
Baird, a PIRG worker from the
beginning. "Trying to get students
to be citizens is the whole
philosophy behind PIRG."
"People aren't t•eally involved
in. citizenship," Baird continued.
"The silent majol'ily elected
Nixon b~causc they just wanted
to hand ove1· Uw 1·eins lo someone
else. Ciliz~nship is mo1·c than
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(Continued from page 1)
Advertisers were informed that the advertising would be used
for the 1974-75 school year and that 50,000 placemats would be
printed.
This point brought the question of legal responsibility on
ASUNM's part and is discussed late~ in the report.
Later in the committee report it states that the "expected
commission for Senator Gins for sales of advertisements ranged
between five and six hundred dollars."
Gins said that he received only a small advance on that sum for
expenses.
,
At this point in the report the committe states that "ASUNM
cannot tolerate an elected official receiving financial benefits
through the actions demonstrated by Senator Gins.
The report also deal.s with possible legal involvement. of
ASUNM and after consultation with the university lawyer, the
committee advised· ASUNM to refuse delivery of the placemats .
Gins informed the senate last Wednesday night that since
AStJNM did not want the placetnats, he contacted Pflyco and
instructed them to cancel the order.
Ittformation to the ·contrary appeared when a representative
from .Pflyco told Tom Hogg, assist,;mt to the dean of students for
student affnirs, that the placemats had been printed and that
Pflyco wished to negotiate.
Status of the placmeats is still unknown and will be discussed
at a meeting between Gonzales and the Pflyco representative
Friday.
Recommendations concerning action against Gins were in the
report and have been forwarded to Gomez and the senate.

NCHO is sponsoring this year's
blood drive on campus. Sign up to give
blood at a table located in the SUB on
Sept, 9, 10, 11. The Bloodmobile will
be at the north end of the SUB on
Sept, 16, 17,18,
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Sale

Shirt Clearance
. .
.

25% OFF

Halters
'"
Tanks

some
Short Sleeves

GENERAL STORE

Student
Activities
Night

Robbie Basho in Concert
Games, in ballroom
(Pool, Bowling, Ping Pong)
Folk Groups, in cafeteria
Booths Displays

Movie-Buck Private
starring Abbott &
Costello and the
Andrew Sisters.
(All Free Once Insute)

Coffee House
Food Special-Coney
Fries, Coke 60c
Ice Cream 1Oc 20c 30c
All at the SUB
6:30 to 11:00 Sept. 13
Just 25c to Enter the Door.
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Letters
Editorials
Opini_ons _)

Perspective

How To Liberate
The Educ. System
By NICHOLAS VON HOFFMAN
Come this December, 10 years will have passed since raucus calls for
refor~ and _Pedagogical responsiveness were detonated at the University
of Cahforn1a at Berk!lley. Now, in the clarity of ela~ed time we can
se~ th~t very little has changed. We have co-ed dorms, a fe~ anemic
m1nont~ gr~up .P.rograms: and the slightest loosening of some of the
aggravatmg ng1d1t1es, but m the main all is as it was.
Amer~can youth is still ~xpected to spend 16 consecutive years on its
collect!Ve butt learn1ng how to pass an infinite seties of
co.mputer-corrected exams devised in a cave located somewf'lere under
Pr.m~eton, New Jersey. A certain number of children thrive on this, but
millions more only make it from first grade through the last year of
colleg: thank~ to the t~uancy and child labor laws and the early deaths
~f the1r frantically anx1ous parents. Millions of others drop out to use
t.1e expression the educationalists employ to blackball those wh'o can't
stop fidgeting in class.
.
Learning by Doing
Luck1ly for us, organized education hasn't been able to secure a
monop?IY on. t.he teac~ing of every useful task. Apprenticeships, or
on-the-Job trammg, contmue to flourish. If you can no longer learn to
~e a lawyer by cle~kin~ that's ~ti~l the' way you learn to be a high-steel
1ron worker. The JOb 1s too d1ff1clilt and dangerous to be learned in
school.
"~or the neo~hyte iron wo~ker, running the iron is a crucial test. He
rece1ves no tra1nmg or adv1ce about maintaining his balance or
maneuvering across the_ steel. He ru':'s the iron before the critical eyes of
other workers. The po1se and conf1dence they display tell him what his
colleagues expect," writes Jack Haas (in "Learning to Work," edited by
Blanch Geer, Sage Contemporary Social Science Issues Beverly Hills
1972).
•
•
The apprentice is instructed in th~ work and at the .same time is
evaluated_ by the men he must work with through a hazing process
called "bmg1ng." Tfte new boy gets binged with insults to see whether
he has t~e s:lf control to be trusted with the safety of !'lis co-workers
on the h1gh .•ron. At the same time the abuse aimed at the "punks "as
the apprentices are called, is larded with information needed to d~ the
work.
Beside.s teaching the student to do the job as no school can there are
other advantages to apprenticeship. As sociologist Howard Becker of
Northwestern University points out, the apprenticeship frees the learner
from the tyranny of tests. There are no fateful all·or·nothing final
exa"'!s, but rather a series of tests to show mastery of the parts of the
totality of the work, and these the apprentice takes casually when he is
read_y, not when ~rin~e~on, N.J., sends out the sealed envelope.
Smce. the learnmg 1s m a work situation where the first objective is to
get .t~e ~ob d?ne, the apprentice must fight for his knowledge either by
pos1t1onmg h1mself so he can see how the work is done or by figuring
out ways to get older workers to teach him. While this favors the
aggr~ssive apprentice over the bashful one, it also reminds us of the
foolishness of trying to teach youth what youth doesn't yet want to
learn.
A Possible Utopia
T~ink of a redesigned school system that would be set up to help
f~act1~us and bored 15-year-olds leave the classroom for apprenticeship
SitUations but would also be set up to allow them to return 15 years
!ater to study literature and philosophy. A school system without
melasti~ g!adation.s and divisions based on the wacky supposition that
e~ery k1d m ~menca should spend his 16th year studying geometry and
h1s 17th read1ng onj'! play by Shakespeare and one short story by Edgar
Allen Poe.
Aside from the grief it would save parents, students and teachers to
have a. school system that comprehends that all people cannot learn the
same things the same way at the same time, imagine the proficiency for
the country and the satisfaction for individuals of a flexible
non-age-determined mixture of school and work.
'

Letters to the Editor ...
Letters to the editor should be no longer than 250 words
typewritten and double spaced.
·
'
Sender's name, address and telephone number must be
included with the letter or it will not be considered for
publication. Names will not be withheld upon request. If a
letter is from a group, please include a name, telephone
number and address of a group member. The letter will carry
that name, plus the name of that group.
The Lobo will publish letters as space and the number of
letters received allows.
· ··

Editorial Board
Unsigned editorials represent a maJor·
ity opinion of the Daily Lobo Staff.
All other columns, cartoons and letters
represent , the opinion of the author
and do not necessarilY reflect the views
of the staff.

Editor
Michael Minturn
Managing Editor
Scott Eaton
News Editor
George Johnson
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Brooke Calls Abuse "Disgrace'
BOSTON-Sen. Edward W. Brooke, R·Mass., Tuesday
labeled abuse directed at Sen. Edward M. Kennedy at an
antibusing rally "a disgrace," and appealed for calm at the
start of forced busing in Boston.
Brooke's plea to the people to "put their emotions behind
them" followed a television appeal by Mayor Kevin White for
"undivided cooperation and common purpose" in
implementation of a federal school desegregation order to bus
18,000 students when schools open Thursday.
He warned that the city will "pursue and prosecute" all
persons who forcibly stop children from going to school.
The mayor took a softer line on a proposed school boycott
saying, "to those of you who do not believe in violence, but
who choose to keep your sons and daughters at home-that is
your decision."

·white Revolt Collapses
LOURENCO MARQUES, Mozambique-A white settler
re,volt aimed at blocking black majority rule in this Portuguese
territory collapsed Tuesday, but blacks and whites rioted in
the capital, burning and looting stores and killing one another
in the streets.
.
Authorities said there were deaths on both sides but they
did not have a casualty estimate.
This correspondent saw one dead African who had been
dragged from his car, shot, and then set on fire by a mob of
whites.
Scores of whites and Indian shopowners abandoned their
homes with only a few belongings stuffed into their cars.
Militant white supremacists, who four days ago seized key
installations in Lourenco Marques in a bid to push through a
declaration of unilateral independence, abandoned their
headquarters Tuesday at a captured radio station.
"The movement has been temporarily disbanded," a white
spokesman said.
·

'I THOUGHT .ALL I HAD TO WORRY ABOUT WAS A BRIDGE!'

Fifth Col
MEN AND WOMEN
In all societies presently undergoing socialist
lthis writer does not consider the Soviet
Un!on as such a country) a difficult problem confronts all
senous peo~le on the Left: the status of women. As you
Probably know, the goal of socialism is the complete
equality of men and women, but as vet this aim has been
nowhere realized.
If we were to take up China or North Korea as examples
we would find that considerable achievements have bee~
made as regards the production process. Women of these
nations share the privilege and burden in the direction of
the production of material life. Although women have been
somewhat excluded from heavy industry, the tendency for
the removal of this obstacle is clearly apparent.
However we can also. sight indications of
survivals-traditional institutions leaving their mark on the
present. The ta.sk of child rearing, for example, including
care, educatoon and initial socialization are almost
exclusively carried on by women. We should make the
point that soc_:ial rela~ions are never turned over in a night,
often old socoal refatoons can be preserved in various forms
for entire historical epochs. Often old relations have been
adop~?d out of con~;nien.ce, the necessary economizing
~h:'! underdevelope~ .natoons must engage in during the
onotoaf stages of socoahst construction. Nevertheless the
pr~nci~fe. of economizing must never become a
ratoonah;;atoon for preserving repressive social relations.
O~viousfy t~e situation of women in the United States is
consoderably dofferent. Here women are on the way to full
legal equality, but it should be apparent to anyone who
cares to open his or her eyes that this jUridical equality
co~struction

Dear Editor:
Since nobody else is going to do it
I would like to say a few words o~
Mr. Ford's behalf.
Many of the people who say that
Nixon should not be pardoned
because "the laws should be obeyed,
people who break them should be
punished" are beginning to sound to
me like conservatives who say that
for the same reasons, the draft
evaders sho!Jid not be given amnesty,
or that people should go to jail for
smoking marijuana. I don't hold this
fatter position, but I think that to
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Del Jones
Copy Editor
Dan Will lams

Proofreader
Nancy Morris
Morning Editor
Valerie Gonzales
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Michael Gandert
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cannot. disguis~ the. real oppression women are subject to.
Followong Juloet Motchell we would like to suggest four
areas ~r structu~es where the oppression of women may be
found. pro.ductoon, reproduction, socialization of children
and sexua~oty•. (See Juliet Mitchell's Woman~ Estate.) It is
the cor:nbmatoon of these. structures that constitute the
oppressoon of women in capitalist society Thus the strategy
and tact~cs ?f the women's movement m~st revolve around
the _eradocatoon of t~ese structures. Women, of course, may
a~ho~ve legal equality and perhaps a degree of liberation
~othon the above structures, but this must be seen only as a
forst step.
The oppression. of_ ":'omen cannot bll thought as solely
!he proble_ms of mdovoduals, nor can it be thought as an
onherent dosease of a particular social category, i.e., men,
but. as a problem rooted in the structure of capitalist
socoety, _that can only be eradicated by the destruction of
that socoal structure. The extreme "left" of the women's
movem~nt ?PPIY the same criterion to men that ideologues
for _capotalosm apply to women, and thus they actually
capotul~te to their arch enemies by seeking sexist
explanatoons. However, women are justified in cutting
t~emselves away from male dominated institutions for a
tome for the purpose of "consciousness raising" and the
development of political skills. ·
. The consciousness of the various structures of oppression
os, of course, the necessary prelude to their elimination and
as we suggested at the beginning, the elimination of one
area of oppression does not magically eliminate
others-thus the obligation of all honest individuals and
groups to expose the oppression of women wherever it
exists.
Marxist Workers Collective

Want to hang Nixon while preaching
sympathy for those with more liberal
views is hot unlike the "partisan and
Personal feelings" that you accused
Ford of having.
I was never any fan of Nixon but 1 .
d on • t see what would• be
accomplished by dragging this all on
further. I doubt if' a trial would
uncover much more than what a year
and a hall of congressional
investigations have already
uncovered. As I see it, the ultimate
Pllrpose of the law has already been
served; any future president will

think twice about pulling any of the
stuff that Nixon did .. If what has
already happened does not insure
this, I don't think a trial will either. I
have been seeing Tricky Dick's face
on the cover of Newsweek almost
every week for the fast two years,
and I am sick of it.
II anything, this decision shows
that Ford has at least some balls,
something that has been lacking in
the last few presidents that we have
had.
William S. Hirsch
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Nixon Won't Admit Guilt
\

WASHINGTON-Former President Richard M. Nixon
obtained a full pardon-tacitly admitting wrongdoing-after his
attorney informed the White House that he would nevet plead
guilty to any Watergate crime, a spokesman for President Ford
said Tuesday.
The spokesman, White House Counsel Philip Buchen,
explained many of the previously undisclosed details of the
pardon at a news conference in an apparent effort to counter
strong public reaction against it. He said that Ford never
demanded a confession from Nixon and denied that the
pardon resulted from a pre-arranged deal between Ford and
Nixon.
Buchen said Ford decided to act when he realized that
Nixon was going "to walk the plank"-meaning that he was
going to be indicted in the Watergate cover-up-and after
Nilton's attorney, Herbert J. Miller, Jr., informed the White
House that the former president "would never enter a plea of
guilty."
Asked whether Nixon had intended to go through the entire
judicial process, including a trial, Buchen replied: "1 believe
so .. "

Pardon Delays Amnesty
WASHINGTON-President Ford, widely criticized for
pardoning his predecessor, may take the rest of the month to
unveil his conditional amnesty program for draft resisters and
deserters, his chief spokesman said Tuesday.
Deputy Press Secretary John W. Hushen also disclosed that
Ford now is considering the possibility of presidential pardons
for all the Watergate defendants in a followup to "act of
mercy" for former President Richard M. Nixon last Sunday.
Amid these developments, Ford conferred with his top
economic strategists and then began a round of talks with
Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin to pursue his search for a
lasting Middle East peace settlement.
Hushen declined to say wheUter Ford's delay in the amnesty
program, already postponed twice, or the treatment ?r the
possible pardons for Watergate defendants were dtrectly

More Pardons Considered
WASHINGTON (UPI)Pre-sident Ford is studying
possible p;ll·dons J"o•· all the
Watergate defendants, unshaken
by the public backlash against the
Nixon pardon a11d convinced he
acted rightly, White House
spokesmen said Tuesday.
· Early congressional reaction
was negative, with both
Republicans and Democrats
opposing the prospect of more
quick Watergate pardons.
At the White House, where a
spokesman disclosed Ford is
studying the matter, presidential
counsel Philip Buchen also denied
reports Ford had secretly agreed
to pardon Richard M. Nixon
before Nixon resigned.
"1 can assure you the President
did not make a deal with Nilton
for a pardon," Buchen told
newsmen. "I know him that well."
Anticipating questions on the
issue of follow-up pardons for
those jailed and those major
figures still facing trial for
Watergate offenses, Ford
authorized Deputy Press
Spokesman John W. Hushen to
· tell newsmen: "The entire matter
is under study."
Hushen declined to say what
had prompted the study, when it
was begun or who was conducting
it, but he cautioned reporters
against drawing conclusions as to
how it would turn out.
"Don't try to predict the
results of the study," Hush en said.
On Capitol Hill, Sen. Sam
Ervin, D-N.C., said, "I can't
imagine that he would make such
a mockery of equal justice under
the Jaw by pardoning men who
undertook to steal from the
American people the right to a
free election •.• "
Sen. Jacob Javits, R·N.Y., sajd,
"I thought it was a mistake about
the Nixon pardon and I feel
similarly about the others." And
another Republican, Sen. Robert
Stafford of Vermont, said, "I
hope that after serious
consideration the· ·President will
decide not to do it."
Sens. Alan Cranston, D-Calif.,
and Warren Magnuson, D-Wash.,
also said Watergate pardons would
be premature at this time.
Before news of the general
Watergate pardon had circulated,
Senate Democratic leader Mike
Mansfield said he thought
Watergate special prosecutor Leon
Jaworski should "go ahead" with
the Sept. 30 trial of silt major
Nixon aides in spite of the fo:lixon
pardon.
Senate Republican leader Hugh
Scott said Ford ought to consider
pardons for Watergate defendants
eventually, but stressed he wanted
nothing "said or done that would
interfere with the pending trials."
Hush en's announcements
followed the earlier disclosure of
White House press aide Larry
Speakes that Ford had never
attempted to exact a confession
of wrongdoing from Nixon as a
condition for the pardon.
"It was an act of mercy,"
speak e s said in denying
newspaper reports that Ford has
pressed Nixon for a confession
and Nixon had. angrily refused.
"Ford planned to p;trdon Nixon
without the former President

~=r~e=la:t:e:d::t:o::t~h~e::p~u~b~l::ic~·~o~u~tc~r~y~o~v~e~r~h~i~s~t~re~a~t~m~e~n~t~o~f~N~ix~o~n~.~~~~;;;;;;~d;;;oing anying in return."

Hushen said the decision to significantly" by Monday night,
study pardons for otl1e1' Watergate he .said, so that the totals were
d"fendan-ts had not been now running about 5,700in favor
prompted by the public appeal of and 3,900 opposed.
Maureen Dean, wife of imprisoned
Asked whether the Nixon
former White Ho1.1se counsel John pardon and possible Watergate
Dean, that Ford consider followups might lead Ford to
pardoning her husband and others favor a "more liberalized"
involved in the scandals since he amnesty for war resisters, Hushen
had done so for Nixon,
said: "I suggest you not speculate
Asked whether Ford had been along those lines."
"shocked" by the virulence of·
Ford has repeatedly stated he
adverse reaction to the Nixon · opposed unconditional amnesty
pardon, Hushen said he doubted for Vietnam war resisters and
Ford was even surprised.
intends to allow draft evaders and
"He knew it was a controversial deserters to work their way back
decision," H us hen sqid.
into society.
He said the White House had
He was originally scheduled to
received about 16,000 telegrams announce his amnesty program
and mailgrams on the issue as of Tuesday, but White House
11 a.m. EDT Sunday and spokesmen announced Monday he
sentiments running 6 to 1 against had been too preoccupied with the
the Nixon pardon.
"more urgent" matter of Nixon's
But telephone calls on the same pardon to make decisions on
issue had ''changed around rather amnesty.

Hus·hen To Be 'Open'
WASHINGTON (UPI)- Deputy
White House Press Secretary John
W. Hushen said Tuesday he will
uphold the same standards of
"openness and candor" J. F.
terHorst followed before he
resigned.
But Hushen, terHorst's
temporary successor as chief
presidential spokesman, said he
views the job differently than
terHorst, who resigned as a matter
of conscience Sunday because he
disagreed with President Ford's
decision to pardon Richard M.
Nixon.
•
"I know the President ·was
disappointed in Jerry's decision as
I was and we all were," Hushen
said. "1 have the greatest respect
and admiration for him.
"You should know, however, I
do not share Jerry's belief that an

--------~~~~~~~~===

individual should re~ign a position
when he differs with a major
policy matter.
"I believe a person on this
podium is communicating the
President's views and not his
own.''
TerHorst will return to the
Detroit News as a national
columnist. He was Washington
bureau chief for the News when
Ford tapped him as .his first
presidential appointee a month
ago.
Sunray Book Bindery

Will bind all types·
of dissertations.
Fast service, call _
for estimates 265-_2838
2 20 San Mateo N.E.

Hang Gli'ders
CanGoJump
__OffA Cliff
By JOHN RUCKER
.
Over a dm;en modern·day lcaruses gathered atop Sandia Crest
Saturday to stage a colorful gliding con te~tt and generate some
publicity for a new hang gliding shop opening in Albuquerque.
The participants ranged from a 14-year·old (who was making
his second leap off the two mile high mountain) to men in their
50's. The star attraction was a tandem ride down the mountain
which featured Rosemary Schmidt, the first woman to hang glide
off the crest and Larry Newman, an instructor.
•
Hang gliding can be traced back to the myth of Daedalus and
Icarus, who escaped from the .island of Crete by constructing
giant wings out of wax and eagle feathers. Daedalus escaped, but

Icarus flew too near the sun
which melted his wax wings, and
he plunged into the ocean.
Modern hang gliders trace the
sport back to the 1890s, when
aeronautic pioneers Octave
Chanute and Otto Lilienthal built
sophisticated gliders. Lilienthal's
birthday is celebrated every year
by California hang gliders, who
stage mass fly-offs in his honor.
Some hang gliders still

The project was cancelled, but the
design, on a smaller scale, was
adopted by hang gliders. All
gliders present Saturday were of
the Rogalla design.
.
"The gliders . operate on the
principle of using a lightweight
fabric, like dacron, l!s the wing,
and stretching it over a light
aluminum frame,'' one enthusiast
said.
"The gliders are lightweight
(usually under 40 pounds), 11nd
we get a lot of lift. You steer the
glider by leaning left or right on
the bar built into the frame. By
leaning forward, you lose altitude
and gain speed: Lean backward,
and you rise:"
·
· Shortly after explaining the
basic mechanics of hang gliding,
the aforementioned flyer strapped
himself into his glider, and took a
slow run off the ten fo.ot long
"hang glider exit" which ended in
a sheer cliff.
The glider dipped about ten
feet, then began soaring in a
mann·er eerily reminiscent of
Dracula fluttering off in search of
sleeping victims.
Rosemary Schmidt, the first
woman to fly off the crest, faced
her first flight with some
trepidation.

"I was scared when we left the
ground,'' she said after her safe
touchdown west of the tram
terminal. "It's a strange feeling to
have no ground below you, but
then came a floating sensation,
and it was fantastic. The whole
. trip down was so sensational that
it's hard to describe, but it was
great. You'd love it."
Fourteen hang gliders joined
instructor Larry Newman in
celebrating the opening of the
Southwest Hang Gliding Center.
The overall effect was that of last
year's balloon festival, with most
of the colorful gliders in the air at
experiment with the once, set off by the rugged
Chanute·Lilienthal designs, which
cl'?sely resemble the original Sandias as a background.
Wnght brothers biplane without
The sport can be expensive. A
the engine, but most hang gliders new hal\g glider costs from
today are based on the Rogalla between $500 to $700, although
design.
gliders built from kits can cost
Francis Rogalla, a NASA under one hundred. Rogalla kits
scientist, originally developed the start at $50, the more intricate
n'?w familiar ~rrowhead shaped Lilienthal type gliders cost much
ghders to cushiOn the landing of more, and can take a year to
space craft for Project Dyna-Soar. assemble.
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Women's medical sclf·help and Pap
clinic at Student Health Ctr., Room
220, Wed., 2·4 p.m. Minimal charges
for Pap smears. Speculums for sale.

Lip Service is • LOBO-sponsored
student communitY MIVice which
prints ~nnouncem111ts of mHtiiiOI 111d
other affllirs of stud111t or(llllizations.
Announcem111ts will normally run two
days prior to and on the day of the
scheduled ev111t. Submi•ions for this
column should be tak111 to ASUNM
Public Reletions/lnformation Office in
Room 248 of the SUB. Please keep
notices short and to the point.
College Republicans wUl meet in
Room 253 of the sua Thurs,. Sept, 12
at. 7:30 p.m. All Interested people are
urged to attend.
The· UNM Fencing Assoc. is now
working out and teaching fencing at
Carlisle Gym on Mon., Wed., and Fri.:
6:30·7:30 p.m. For more info contact
Charles Thigpen at Red Cross
(265·8514) or Miles Linnabery
(265·3044).
Meetings of the Christian Student
Center wilt be held on Thurs. of each
week at 7:00 p;m. Free lunch 12:00·2
p.m. every Monday,

adame Hearts

Fortune Teller
-~'" r.~ PaiJ11 Reader
,;,..•,r ' Spiritual Adviser
t;;,.._, ,) Astrologer Card Reader
1723 Isleta Blvd. S.W. !177·H83
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All Interested people are urged to
attend a meeting of the local chapter
of the National Chicano Health
Organization this Thursday at 7:30
p.m. in the Chicano Studies Center,
1815 Roma N,E, on the UNM campus.
Persons interested in learning karate
are being recruited for a no-nonsense
Korean style karate class. Contact John
Rice (277·4657) or Rudy Gallegos
(277·3364).
UNM Rugby Club meets to practice
Mondays and WednesdaYs at 4:30
behind Johnson Gym, All Interested
parties arc welcome.
Delta Sigma PI holds regular business
meetings Thurs. nights at 7 p.m. in
Room 250·B of the SUB.

The Duke City Linguistic Circle, a
UNM student•facultY" organization,
intended to promote academic
interehanie In the field of linguistics
and related disciplines, will hold Its fall
semester business meeting ThUrsday at
7: 15' p.m. In the Kiva. For additional
info call G. Bills at 277·6344.
A ttentlon Medieval type people:
The Society for Creative Anachronism
wUl hold a meeting this Thurs. at 7:30
p.m. in Rm. 250·E of the SUB.
Everyone is invited.
AGORA will hold its first
orientation meeting tonight for all
those students interested In becoming
volunteers at 7 p.m., Mitchell Hall,
Room 202.
The Duplicating Ctr., located on the
second floor of the SUB is open MWF
11:15·5 p.m., Tues., Thurs. 9·10:45
and 12:30.4:30 p,m, Xerox only 5
cents per copy, ditto and mimeo
copies-12 cents.

Dave Whorton
Corky Frederick
Susie White
Brad Bramer
Julie Gohrick
Richard Monk

0 Southwestern Life
liiJI Insurance Company
FENTON S. KATZ
Mortgage-Life-Health Protection
Spell L-0-V-E
120 Vassar, S.E. 255-1613

Rose Marie Schmidt
Newman replied, "I think it's the
hill in the United States."
If dangling from gossamer
wings over a mile deep abyss is
your bag, bang gliding might be
for you. No one who has tried it
seems to knock it.
"The whole thing is incredible,
just incredible," said 11 glider
about to make his second flight of
the day. "Nothing else gives you
such a sense of freedom."

'lear after year, semester
I after semester, the
CollegeMaster·from
Fideli!Y Union Life has
been tlie most accepted,
most popular plan on
campuses all over America.
Find out why.
Call the Fidelicy Union
CoUegeMaster·...----..
Field
Associate 265-6631
•
Ed Boykin
m your area:

Now is the time to register at the
career servieC!s center. second floor
Mesa Vista South, Rill. 2131,
Mon.·Fri., 8·5. You must register with
the center to interview with on-campus
Rcrulters.
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T~e. Gripe 8ox will appear weekly with tlie intention of
prou1dmg an outlet for student complaints. Undaunted by the
experiences already encountered with the UNM bureaucrats, the
LO~O ~rges students to submit written complaints to the LOBO
offiCe m Marron Hall 104 for inuestigiJtion exposure and
hopefully solutions.
'

**•

Q. Why is there only one day to drop a short course during the

summer? After one day you have to pay $5.00 for a withdrawal.
Q. Why was there only one person at the modern languages table
in Popejoy Hall during the drop/add period?
A. Both of these problems are under the authority of Registrar
Fred Chreist. Because of the large number of short courses that
run from a one-day seminar to six weeks long, Chreist said an
arbitrary period was decided upon. On any course Jess than six
weeks there is only one day to drop, from the second day there is
a $5.00 charge for withdrawal. Students are supposed to know
whether they can handle the course or not after one session,
although many people said it takes at least one assignment before
you can decide to drop. Chreist said this regulation can be
considered by the Registration Committee, and short course
drops could be changed to two or three days if it seems justified.
A. During the drop/add peric>d, one man sat at the modern
languages table while this was probably the biggest line in
Popejoy. Many people had to wait more than one hour as a single
person worked with class card boxes on his lap and at his feet.
Ann Johnson, secretary .in the languages department, said that
they just couldn't find anybody to take the job. Chreist said it
was the responsibility of the academic department to man the
drop/add tables. Jason Rogers, the man who handled the job, and
who seemed in a remarkably good mood in spite of it, suggested
two solutions. First, there should be more room at the tables,
since it was set up for one person and all the class card files could
not fit in the space provided. Second, the lanl{llage department
should require, if necessary, that graduate' students take turns
working drop/add as they do during registration. Rogers
suggested that the registrar should provide room for three people
and that modem languages have at least that many working
during the first three days of drop/add.

***

Q. Why doesn't the UNM Health Center have a gynecologist and

when, if ever, do they plan to get one?
A. The Health Center secretary, Bernadette Silva, told us that the
center cannot maintain a full·time gynecologist because of the
expense. The fees which such a doctor receives in private practice
as opposed to the salary given by the center dissuades most
possibilities. The Health Center does, however, have a
gynecologist come in part·time, but only handles those patients
referred to him by the regular staff physicians. Dr. Murray, the
consulting gynecologist, handles cases which the other doctors
feel require special care. Ms. Silva said, however, that the staff
physicians are general practitioners w.ith tr11ining in gynecology.
In addition to the regular medical facilities, the center also
employs a family planning women's health specialist, a
·para-professional position held by Eileen Waldron, who received
training in the Ob-Gyn 'department at BCMC. Students are also
referred to Planned Parenthood, BCMC's Ob·Gyn, abortion
agencies, and are encouraged to attend a rap session on Tuesdays
and/or a women's self·help session on Wednesdays in the Health
Center. Students' questions, suggestions and complaints may be
given to th~ center's director, Dr. Hickey in the center or by
calling 277·3136.
Q. Why was the swimming pool closed weekends and evenings
during the summer?
A. Fred Perez, who is in charge of the pool, said the main reason
was money. He asked for a ten per cent increase over last year's
$16,000 budget, but received only a $5.00 increase'. The hours
were cut to give raises to lifeguards not under work-study. The
same reason may also result in the limiting of pool hours this fall
and spring. Presently, the pool is open from 7 a.m. to 9:30p.m.,
with a section available for lap swimming. The small therapy pool
is often closed due to a lack of funding. Perez foresees extra pool
money coming from fees paid by outside groups for pool use.
These fees are supposed to go to the intramural department.
Those ·wishing to see pool hours and funding increased should
call Bill De Groot, Director of Intramural& at 277·3308; Dale
Hanson, Chairman of Health, P.E,, and Recreation at 277-3244 or
Vice President for Academic Affairs, Chester Travelstead, at
277·2611.

Fall Thirst Quencher Sale
Fresh squeezed orange juice
8 oz. cup Regularly 45c

With this ad 19c

Hippo Ice Cream
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The State! of the Union

Free Canoe
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SUB's Interior
To Be Remodeled
By JOHN FELDMAN
Plans for renovating the Student Union Building are now being
considered by the New Mexico Union Board. The board's
chairman, Pat Benton, said "We're going to re-do the entire inside
of the SUB because we'd like to have a building that re.flects the
campus."
·
•
In an effort to get suggestions from the student population
about the state of the union, a stylized grafitti board has been
erected in the main hall of the SUB.
"We want to have lounges that aren't synonymous with bus
station waiting rooms," said Benton, who besides being board
chairman is Union Liaison To the Campus Community.
Benton also feels the building is "obviously too small" since
the SUB was designed to serve 10,000 people and the current
student population on campus is twice that. She said intentions
to renovate the SUB have been considered for 12 years.
Benton also said .she intends to interview all the SUB's
employees to find out how the building can best be changed to
streamline their activities.
Now that an architect has been 'selected for the job, plans will
soon begin to materialize. The board is planning summit meetings
between the project's architect, Antoine Predeck of Albuquerque,
and representatives of the 159 student and 50 faculty groups that
might be housed in the new SUB. The meetings will be open and
the dates will be announced.
Benton said the bookstore will soon be moving to its new
facilities and due to lack of use, the SUB's bowling lanes will be
out by November 1, the expiration date of its lease. The spaces
left by their departure will remain empty for an indefinite length
of time as no alternatives have been planned fot the spaces. No
one seems to know when the rennovative process will commence
or end.

Students Beware!
Parking Services warns students
that they are not authorized to
sell parking permits. Permits are
not transferrable. Students who
buy permits from persons not
connected with Parking Services
are probably buying stolen
merchandise and are subject to

Cars found with bogus or stolen
permits may be towed and
impounded at owner's expense.
Persons found with these types c>f
permits can be charged with
fraud, which carries a $100 fine,
up to six months imprisonment or
both. Don't Pl!tronize rip off
artists.

FIRST
ANNIVERSARY
SALE
Boats 20% Off
Parlcas 25% Off
Accessories 30% Off
In all, over $5000 worth
of merchandise marked
up to 40% off.
Sept. 9 thru 28.
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Richard Miller, a pioneer of the
Rogalla type hang glider, built his
"Bamboo Butterfly" for $9 in the
early 1960s. The frame was made
of bamboo and is not
recommended for flying off the
crest.
With the exception of Schmidt,
whose hang glider was flown by
her partner, all the participants
Saturday were well trained.
"We run a hang gliding school
south of town at the Dig (a large
hill south of Speedway Park),"
Larry Newman said. "The lessons
cover landing, turning, reading the
wind, 11nd soaring. We wouldn't
want any untrained people to try
flying off the crest or anywhere
else."
In addition to stirring up
interest in hang gliding, the flyers
were warming up for the Sandia
World Invitational hang gliding
contest to be held later in the
year. Competition events in the
world meet will include accuracy
in· landing near a target, speed,
and time aloft. Flights from the
crest averaged 10 to 15 minutes,
but Californian Dave Kilbourne
has stayed aloft for over an hour
at 2 500 feet.
UNM has a hang gliding club
forming, coordinated by Rob Vos.
"Hang gliding is easy,"
Newman said. "Anyone can do it.
All it takes is a free spirit."
Asked if Sandia Crest was the
best hill • to fly off in the area,
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Funky. Faculty ~rt at Gallery
By STEVE FEREBEE
Cont<•mpmm·y art ~l>hil>its can
be 8$ Pl1<'<'ling as they are
satisfying nnd I'm convinced that
many laymen, myself included,
visit one asking themselves-what
the hell i$ that and how do I
verbalize Ol' at least define my gut
reaction to this.
Three faculty members of UNM
are exhibiting invigorating if lllso
intellectumly puzzling wares in
the lower level of UNM's Art
Museum located in the Fine Arts
Center. They will l>e there
through September 29th and are
·well worth reflection.
Dick Evans' flashy ceramics,
glossed spheres on pedestms and
shiny organic shapes, spoke to me
of the gaudiness and cheapness of
American mass production; but
his "Landscapes of the Mind" are
furthermore parodies of
con temporary art itself which
ailows for ugliness and tawdriness.
Using low fire glaze techniques,
his pieces make an interesting
combination of art and craft,
attraction and offense,
Geometric treatments on
canvas are, of course, not new to
modem art exhibits, but Johannes
Lacher's • paintings and prints go
beyond simple abstraction, adding

even mol'(' intellectualization.
Tlwn• seem to be levels in his
work, rather like looking through
some crazy v~netian blinds in to
an other dimension, Nothing is
perfect, there are no
straightforward shapes; but he has
disordered the viewer enough to
confront space.
Thomas Barrow's photographs
are enjoyable in a less puzzling,
but nevertheless equally
stimulating way. His pictures are
more recognizable, if you will,·
than basic org11nic shapes and
forms' and are thus more
immediate. But the modern
photographer is aware of the
shapes and materials he works
with as Barrow exemplifies by
using scratched negatives and
double framed works somewhat
reminiscent of antique stereo
vision pictures. One recognizes
rotten Volkswagens and
Albuquerque scenes 11nd is led tO
marvel once again that in life, art
is born.
The UNM Art Museum is open
6a~dert>.
Tuesday through Friday, 1f
a.m.·li p.m., on Saturday it is
The ceramic work pictured
open 10 a.m.•4 p.m. and Sunday, above is but one of several in the
1 p.m.·6 p.m. It is free to students
and members or UNM's faculty current UNM Art Gallery show. It
was created by Dick Evans.
and staff.

Bored Walk
Concert: UNM's Ballet Folklorico
appear with Johnny Rodriguez
tonight at 8 p.m. in Tingley
Coliseum. The concert
highlights the Spanish Heritage
Show of the New Mexico State
Fair.
Concert: The Great Escape
Coffee Hous!l opens its season
on Friday. Located in the SUB,
the coffee house features cheap
pizza and beverages as well as
local musical talent. It will be
open 7 p.m. to midnight on
both Friday and Saturday.
Dance: The International
Folkdance Group meets Friday
at 7:30 p.m. on the Central
Mall for two hours of dance
and free instruction.
Newcomers are welcome.
Dance: Soul group Wind & Silver
an d Te x as kick ass rocker
Dorothy Lay perform tonight
at PEC's Wednesday night
dance in the SUB Ballroom, 8
p.m. to midnight, 99 cents
admission.
Dance: The UNM Wagon Wheels
Square Dance Club meets
tomorrow night at 7 p.m. in
Room 176 of Johnson Gym.
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~;~~~f'~;;d;H;:=: one of the Joha~nes Lacher paintings now on exhibit in the lower g~~~~~

of the UNM Art Museum. Although the canvas appears to be three dimensional, it is absolutely flat.
Besides Lacher's paintings, the exhibit includes works by Thomas Barrow and Dick Evans. It runs
through September 29th.

Film: "The Phantom Creeps,"
starring Bela Lugosi, playing in
the SUB Theatre from 10 a.m.
to 3 p.m. today. Free,
Film: Pasolini's "The
Decameron" in the SUB,
tonight with an admission
charge of 99 cents.
Film: Bernardo Bertolucci's
"Partner" plays at 7 and 9 p.m.
in the SUB, tomorrow night, 99
cents.
Film: The Andrew Sisters sing
"Boogie Woogie Bugle Boys" in
"Buck Privates" playing Friday
evening at the SUB. Free as
part of Activities Night.
Fi1m: F.rank Zappa & the
Mothers present "200 Motels,"
playing at the Union Theatre,
7, 9 & 11 p.m. on Saturday. 99
cents admission.
Film: "Ivan the Terrible: Part
II," directed by Eisenstein,
pJays Sunday in Rodey Theatre
at 7 p.m. Admission is $1.

Lecture: "The Psychological
Challenge of Bilingualism," by
UNM education professor, Vera
John·Steinf er. The talk is
scheduled or tomorrow at 8
p.m. in the Kiva and is free to
the public.
Activities Night: Student
Activ,i ties Night is Friday and
besides booths, free use of the
games area and other assorted
goodies, the event will feature
Robbie Basho in concert. All
happenings are scheduled for
the Union and they begin at
6:30 p.m. You can participate
in the fare for a slim two bits.
Radio: Earl Warren speaks on
"The Military and the
Constitution" tonight at 7 p.m.
on KUNM.
Radio: "In His Discretion," a
Pacifica program exploring the
internment of Japanese·Amer·
ican citizens in U.S.
concentration camps during
WWII, will be broadcast
Tuesday at 7 p.m. on KUNM.
TV: "Klute" starring Jane Fonda
and Donald Sutherland airs
Saturday at 8 p.m. on Channel

~

"Slow Flux"
Steppenwolf
{Mums/PZ 33093)
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Lillian Gish wanders out onto the treacherous river ice in "Way
Down East," one of nine films to be shown as part of this
semester's Rodey Theatre Film Festival.

Film Festival to Begin

4.
TV: "M*A*S*H" with Elliot
Gould and Donald Sutherland,
directed by Robert Altman,
will be broadcast Friday, 8 p.m.
on Channel13.
Gallery: Oils, collages, wood cuts
and mixed media works by
Ralph Berkowitz will be on
exhibit at the Jonson Gallery,
Sunday through October 11th.
The gallery is open noon to 6
p.m. daily, except Mondays.
Gallery: Photographs by Ansel
Adams, Edward Curtis, Paul
Strand and Edward Weston are
now on exhibit at the UNM Art
Museum's upper gallerY. The
exhibit runs through October
20th.
Gallery: Photographs by Thomas
Barrow, ceramics by Dick
Evans and canvas works of
Johannes Lacher are now on
display in the lower gallery of
the UNM Art Museum. The
show will be there through
September 29th.
Recital: Allen Lenichek, pianist,
plays an all Chopin recital on
Sunday at Keller Hall. The
concert begins at 8:15 p.m.
with proceeds going to the
Scholarship Fund.

MULTILINGUALISM
WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO YOU? TO YOUR NEIGHBORS?
TO NEW MEXICO?
Find out at the New Mexico Humanities Council* lecture series on
MULTILINGUALISM IN THE SOUTHWEST
Featuring a diverse group of renowned scholars from New Mexico and around
the country, who will explore what happens when different languages make
contact in one mind or in one society.
Thursday,
September 12

Dead Dogs

"THE PSYCHOLOGICAL CHALLENGE OF BILINGUALISM"
Professor Vera John-Steiner, UNM, educator and psycholinguist, authority on bilingual education, language acquisition, and human though processes.

Thursday,
September 19

"BICULTURAL CONSIDERATIONS IN NAVAJO EDUCATION" Professor Anita Pfeiffer, UNM, educator, Director of
teacher-training projects on numerous Southwestern. Indian
reservations.
Future -lectures will be given by: John J. Gumperz, Eduardo HernandezChavez, Einar Haugen, Joshua Fishman, Joan Rubin, Bernard Spolsky,
·
William Labov.
All lectures will be held in the Kiva at 8:00p.m. Admission is free.
•an affiliate of the National Endowment fot the Humanities. Presented in cooperation with the
UNM Department of Linguistics.

':·,.

La Societie du Cinema, in
conjunction with the UNM
Theatre Arts Department, will be
bringing nine films to the campus
this fall as part of the Rodey
Theatre Film Festival. The
festival, which begins this coming
Sunday, will feature movies based
totally, or in part, on outstanding
plays; According to Ira Jaffe,
faculty advisor to La Societie,
"the films were chosen with
theatre arts in mind."
He also said, "Unlike
photographed plays, these films
suggest some of the crucial
elements relating drama and
cinema, not the domination of
theatrical tradition over film, but
the inspiration or drama as
utilized by great film makers."
All films will be showp in
Rodey Theatre at 7 p.m. on
Sunday nights except "L'Age
D'Or" which is slated for two
Saturday matinees on Nov. 2nd.
The movies scheduled for this
semester are as follows:
-"Ivan the Terrible: Part II,"
Sept. 5th. Directed by Sergei
Eisenstein, the lilm combines
creative editing with scenes of
oper11tic splendor. According to
critic James Agee, Ivan's "chin
and cranium become ever more
pointed, like John Barrymore as
Mr. Hyde,"
-"Faust," Sept. 22nd. F. W.
Murnau made this film version of
the Goethe work in 1925.
Exhibiting exceptional camera
movement, it features Emil
Jannings as Mephisto and Camilla
Horn in the role of Marguerite, a
part originally intended for Lillian
Gish.
-"Way Down East," Sept.
29th. American directorial genius
D. W. Griffith created this film.
Starring Lillian Gish, it was
<:haracterized by Film Daily in
1920 as ''a splendidly treated
melodrama rising to the greatest
climax ever screened. It is artistic,
lasting, powerful. DWG's name
and that of Lillian Gish will help
to put it over too."
"L'Age D'Or," Nov. 2nd. Luis
Bunuel directed the film in 1930
and at present time, only a few
prints of it still exist in America.
It was Bunuel's second movie and
captures a surrealism that only he
could imagine.
-"His Girl Friday," Nov, 3rd.
Based on the J3en Hecht·Charlt!s
MacArthur play "Front Page,"
this film resides in the Hollywood
comedy tradition of the 40's.
Directed by Howard Hawks, it

Covered
'IJV'agon
Makers of-Hand Mode Indian Jewelry
OLD WWN

features Cary Grant as a
domineering newspaper editor and
Rosalind Russell as the
unscrupulous crime reporter who
gives him a come-uppance.
-"Beauty and the Beast," Nov.
lOth .. Based on the classic fairy
tme, the film was created by Jean
Cocteau. After viewing it, Greta
Garbo was reported to have said,
"Give me back my beast."
-"La Ronde," Nov. 17th.
Using Arthur Schnitzler's play
"Reigen" as a foundation, Max
Ophuls created this film of
romance in the Vienna of 1900.
-"Macbeth," Dec, 1st. This is
the Orson Welles version of the
Shakespeare play. In an interview,
he stated that some of the movi~'s
style is . derived from "King
Kong," a film Welles considers
one of the all·time best .
-"Lower Depth," Dec. 8th.
Renoir directed this film version
of the Gorki play. Transposed to
France, the flick dwells on the
plight faced by those in the 'lower
depths.' It stars Jean Gabin and
Louis Jouvet.
Season tickets for the series are
now on sale at the Fine Arts Box
Office and they can be had for $5.
Otherwise, single admission for
each film is $1, payable at the
Box Office immediately before
showtime.

By Dick Kelleher
The group that disbanded
about three or four years ago and
· released what they called their
final Ill bum, "Rest in Peace," are
back with us again. Unfortunately
for the public, the group has never
heard the old saying, "Jet dead
dogs lie."
The only changes for the
reformed group is a new guitar
player, Bobby Cochran, who
replaces Kent Harry, a switch
from ABC·Dunhill label to a CBS
subsidiary, and a new producer.
Steppenwolf's history goes
back to the eal·ly acid days when
they had a couple of good, and
popular albums. By the time they
released "Monstel'," the group was
already headed downhill. With
''For Ladies· Only" the group
shifted into third gear on that
downhill drive. "Slow Flux" may
just be the album t.hat will push
the group into the river of
obscurity.
It's only natural that
Albuquerque's commercial rock
FM station would give airplay to
the group's drummer's blatantly
sexist song about keeping womo:m
"in line," called "Straight
Shootin' Woman." Some of the
weak lines pertained in this song
arc: "She keeps her bed turned
down, with clean sheets on, 'and I
can jump in it any ol' time."
On their new album, the group
has taken all thei1· old tunes and
set them to new lyrics. The lines
below, which also horder on
sexism, can be sung to the tune of
"Sookie, Sookie," if you slow
down the tempo. The LOBO
publishes these lines as a public
service.
From "Jeraboah:"
"Those years of livin' out in the
streets
· Made that Jerabo' so sweet
That even when she'd steal
your pay
You'd just smile and have to
say ••.
Jeraboah, you're a fine lookin'
lady."
I would recommend "Slow
Ft ux '' to any dic·hard
Steppcnwolf junkie who's been
waiting for the group's
reformation. To 1111 the normal
people, a first hearing may even
be a waste of time.

Pick A Homecomin' Oldie
As part of Homecoming
activities, PEC is planning an
oldies concert fo~ October
11th. Once again, they would
like your response on who
should be bmugh t. Sill of the
following performing artists
will play.
Just who, is· up to you.
Your selections should be
brought to the PEC office in
Room 248 of the SUB no
later than Friday 13th.
The following artists are
Under consideration:
Drifters
Platters
Bill Haley
Fats Domino
Roy Orbison
Herman's Hermits

Jan & Dean
Kingston Trio
Little Richard
Bobby Rydel
Flash Cadillac
Paul & Paula
The Fleetwoods
Coasters
Gene Chandler
Chuck Berry
Gene Pitney
Four Seasons
Chubby Checker
Gary U.S. Bonds
Del Shannon
Wolfman Jack
Jay & the Americans
Everly Brothers
Righteous Brothers
Shirelles

The most frequently sung songs in
Englsih arc "Happy Birthday to You.'i
(based on the original ''Good Morning
to All," by Mildrod and Patty S. Hill of
N cw York, published in 1936 and in
copyright until 1992); u~~~or He's a
Jolly Good Fellow," known at least as
early as 1781, ant) "Auld Lang Synt',"
some words of which W('rc writt<'n by
ltobert Burns {1759·96). "Happy
Birthday" was sun~ in spact' by UH•
Apollo IX astronauts on March 8
1969.
'

The greatest attendance at a Pop
Festival was 400,000 for tbe
Woodstock Music and Art Fair at
Bethol, Now Yorl<, on August 15·17
1969. According to ono press estimat~
"at least 90 per cent" were" smoking
mariJuana. The attendance at the third
Pop Festival at East Afton Fnrm
Frt'shwat,~r: Isle of Wight, England
August 30, 1970, was claiuwd by Its
promotc•rs. Fi<-ry Creations, .nlso to be
400,000.
•
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ON UNIVERSITY HILL

]tlern.bic
Guitars and
Basses

··MeDonold's OuMer·Pounder Or Oua~er·POUnder
with Cheese Just nghl for a heavy appehte."

America's greatest custom
shop now has a dealer
in Albu.querque!
The Alembic instruments
are made to the
highest level of
craftsmanship with
state of the art
electronics.
See them now!
TH~

Electdc Sbpp
ATlk£

LOMAS at SAN PEDRO
SAN PEDRO at MENAUl
CANDELARIA at EUBANK
5324 4th ST., N.W.
LOMAS at JUAN TABO

2 21 2 Central, SE

266-2338
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Athletic Liberator:
Ms. Linda Estes

(Note: Last week the LOBO ran a series on athletic director Lavon
McDonald. This wee/1, partly for equal time but mostly for sheer
interest we're running a series on the director of women's athletics, ·
Linda Estes. Probably no single person in the history of UNM has
changed athletics so dramatically in four years nor has anyone held so
much promise of initiating reform in the f11ture.)
By DEL JONES
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Linda Estes said that the time was just right for her to make
women's athletics at UNM a serious matter rather than just a field day
once a year when girls were actually a.llowed to compete (for blue
ribbons of course).
Perhaps the time was ripe but it still took the right person to take
full advantage of the harvest. And boy, has she harvested.
Taking over as director of women's athletics just five years ago,
Estes has almost single handedly turned female playday into full
fledged athletic competition,
"I would have gone nuts sitting on my rear end," said Estes. "The
time was right to promote and I'm just not the type of person who
sits around,"
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Mark Driscoll and Steve Meyer will never be on the field at the same time, but t/1e Mro opposing
quarterbacks will be seeing plenty of each other. Both are known for their passing arms and should put
on quite an aerial show Sat. night at University Stadium.

Latest Lobo Lineup Listed
Five years ago when .Estes took over, the budget for female
a.thletics was $4900. The 1974-75 budget is $51,225 or more than ten
t1mes as much. She was the first woman in UNM's history to sit on the
athletic council and has been quoted recently in Sports Illustrated
Ms., and Women Sports magazines.
• '
"Before I came here women's athletics was more like extramurals
than anything," said Estes. "They had someone called the director of
women's sports and when she quit I was sort of in the right place at
the right time.
·
"Athletics for women then was lilte a play day. You'd practice for a
couple of weeks then go out and compete. Each sport got about $600
so if you wanted to travel, extra money had to be made."
:Although the $51,225 1allotted for women's athletics is still a far
cry from the nearly 1 million dollars men's athletics gets at UNM
Estes doesn't believt.> women should yet get the same budget
'
"At this point we don't need the money; they do becaus~ we don't
have a. single sport that demands as many players, scholarships, and
expensive cqmpment as football which has 105 on full ride
scholarships.
"What I w!\llt is for each or our nine sports to get eight
scholarships. Any more than that is re.ally unnecessary. Most coaches
for men admit that it is ridiculous the amount of people they have to
get to compete.''
Estes said UNM is definitely in the top ten schools in women's
athletics but couldn't rank the ten in order.
"All I can tell you is where I would go if l wanted to compete and
that would be Arizona State. Wisconsin has got a large budget too."
Although presently Estes sees the need for more money in men's
athletics she doesn't intend to stop at the $51225 mark next year
"For the 1975-76 budget I want a round $25o,ooo;••
•
What's more Estes said she's confident she'll get it. The reason in
the second part of this series

Football coach Bilt· Mondt
announced yesterday the starting
lineup for the season opener here
on Sat. at 7:30 against Colorado
State.
The clash will be the first game
for Mondt as a college head coach
after being chief assistant for the
past six years under Rudy
Feldman. Feldman's first game as
UNM's head coach in 1968 was
also against CSU and the Rams
came out victors 21-13.
Bill Week~ won his first game at
UNM (1960) as did Marv Levy
(1959), and Dick Clausen (1956 ).
Steve Meyer has been the
number one quarterback sillce
transferring to UNM from Mt. San
Antonio Junio.r College last
spring, so it came as no surprise
that Mandt chose him to start.
In his two years at junior
college Meyer had 3643 yards
passing hitting on 308 of 576

attempts and 29 touchdowns, so
The defensive backfield consists
the pro-set offense's success relies of juniors Ron Wallace and Randy
heavily on him.
Rich and seniors Rick Jones and
The offensive backfield will . Rick Kopecky.
The defensive line includes
consist of seniors Ken Lege at
flanker, Chester Goodson at sophomore Rovin Cole and senior
tailback, and Toby Parrish at Greg Jones at the ends and
sophomores Steve Ciepiela and
fullback.
Receivers will consist of senior Andy Frederick are at tackles.
Mark Driscoll, who red shirted
Steve Bauer at split end and
sophomore Preston Hall starting last year will be CSU's
quarterback. Driscoll is a 181 lb.
at tight end.
junior
and like Meyer is expected
Replacing Curtis Akins, who
to
put
the ball into the air a lot.
quit the squad last week at center,
Starting end Dan O'Rourke, a
is junior Steve Wilson. The rest of
the offensive line consists of 185 lb. junior is planning to haul
senior Ted Green and sophomore down Driscoll's passes.
The Rams finished 5-6 last
Mike Andrakowicz at tackles and
juniors Ted Bell and Ken Brown season winning the most WAC
games in their history since
at the guards.
coming
into the conference in
Defensively the Lobos will have
sophomore David Thompson and 1968. Overall UNM leads 12·11 in
senior Joh11 Gener at line backet·. the series defeating the Rams last
The middle guard is senior Bill year 30-13 snapping a three game
winning streak for CSU.
Bassetto.
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When UNM quarterback Steve
Myer steps on the field Saturday
night against Colorado State, he
will be facing the same challenge
he accepted and won just two
short years ago.
"I think the jump to major
college football is just about the
same adjustment I had to make
when I started playing junior
college football right out of high
school," Myer said.
And the UNM coaching staff is
hoying that. Myer makes this
adJustment w1th as much success
as the one he faced two years ago,
He made that one so well; going
fi"Om West Covina High in
California to Mt. San Antonio
Colll.'ge, that l.'arned him junior
coll('!l" AII·Am<'rican honors two
straight seasons. H<' also managed
to lH'£>ak D<'nnis Shaw's all-time
passing record at Mt. SAC,
compl<'ting ove1· 53 pe1· cl.'nt or his
passes for 3,643 ym·ds and 29
touchdowns. Shaw won rookie
or the year honors in the national
Football L<>ague playing with the
Buffalo Bills in 1971.
"One thing that is diff<>rent
her<'," said Myer, "is that all the
playe1·s are good. Everyone can
play."
S Ll.'ve c I ni ms the biggest
adjustml.'nt so far has bel.'n the

different approach to the passing
game. "In junior college, we just
had a primary receiver and a
S<'condary man and I had to hit
one of them. Now I have to
concentrate more on reading the
defensive covel'ag<' the othl.'r ll.'am
is using and throw accordingly.''
Past <'Xperience, though, might
como in handy for Steve Saturday
night when CSU provides him
with bis first major college foe. "I
played against CSU's middle
linebacker, Kevin McLain, in
junior college and he's a good
one," Myer said. "He played for
Fullerton Junior College and they
came from behind to beat us in
the last couple of minutes."
Myer is majoring in business at
UNM and the 6-2, 185-pounder
hopes to give pro ball a try after
completing his Lobo career.

--- .. "··----

The coldest permanently inhabited
place is the Siberian village of
Oymyakon in the USSR, where the
temperature reached -96" F. in 1964.

PEC Presents
TONIGHT.

!!!l

NEWSLRND

~OYNT]

4310 Central S.E.

With this ad

New Mexico,
A Pictorial Essay
text by Tony Hillerman

and

$19.95

Dorthy Lay

4Dc:

9:00 to 11:00
Listen and dance to
The Bamabies.

418 Central S.W.
843-7559

Wind and Silver

Wednesday
Sept. 11
Ladies Tequila
Sunrise

offer ekpires

reg. $22.00
Sept. 20

-¥ Rolling Stone
-¥Zap Comb<
-¥ ZooWorld
-" Mother Earth News
Village Voice
-¥ Out of state newspapers
Albuquerque's largest
'
magazine selection

One Guest per ID

*
*

admission 99c

in the SUB Ballroom
'

LOBO
1, Arizona St
2. Arizona
3. Brigham Young
4. Wyoming
5. New Mexico
6. Colat·ado St.
7. Utah
8. UTEP

WAC Spmlswt· ilet'S
1. Al'izona
'> Al'izona Sl..
3, Wyoming
4. Brigham Young
5. New Mli'xico
6, Colorado St.
7. Utah
8. UTEP

Sept, 14
Sept. 21
Sept, 28
Oct. 5
Oct. 12
Oct. 19
Oct. 26
Nov, 2
Nov, 9
Nov. 16
Nov. 23

~.

'fhc t,cst~selling long playing tC"cord
is tht> 20th -Century Fox album using
We Now of Christn1as," issued in 1958
and t('eniitl('d HThc IJittiC' Dnunnwr
Boy" in 1963. Its salC's W(•r(' rC>port('d
to be more than 13,000,000 bv
January 1~ 1H72.
~
Th(l a1l~tinw lH•st st•1ll'r among I.~.P.
rl'cord!i of musical film shov.:s is ttw
~~sound of !\lu:-.i,•" i'llhum. n•ll·a~wd bv
H.CA \~i('tor nn !\lard1 2. l HGf), \nth
1·1

'l'ht> most highly paid of the world;;
lt•gislators are U.S. Senators, who
n•cdvt~
a basic annual salarv of
$42,000. Of this, up to $3,000 .is
(.•xc>mpt.

[orm

tu~ation,

ln additon

St•nators from larg(l statl>s rect•ivc up t~
$1:-30,000 prr annum fo~ office h('lp,
with .a salarv limit () r $13,34 5 J)l'r
assistant pl•r }"('ar. Sl'nators also t•njoy
fn•t• tra'w'I.·J to and from Washin~ton,
tl•h•phont•s, psotagt', nwdi<'~ll ('at'l',
tPh•gr.uns (to tt limit tlf $2,000 JH't'
ftov• Pr<; and haJr('U t~.

...

1974 Football Schedule
Colorado St.
Texas Tech
Arizona
Iowa St.
San Jose St.
Wyoming
Arizona St.
New Mex. St.
Utah
Brigham Young
UTEP

H-7:30
H-7:30
H-7:30
A-1:30
H-7:30
A-1:30
A-7:30
H-7:30
A-7:30
H-7:30
A-7:30

1'hl' aircraft with thr largC'st wing
span cvt•r constx·uctl•d was Howard R.
llugh<"s' I-1.2 "Il('rculrs" flying boat
which rost• 70 fcL't into Uu• air in a tt•si.
Ittn of 1,000 varcls off Lon~ .Bl•at•h
llarbor, California, 011 NovPmht•I· 2,
Hl4 7, Tlw B·l•ngiJwd, 1 BO·ton nirrraft

The shortest rt~ign w.as thnt of the
Dauphin Louis Antoine, who was
trehnically King Louis XIX of France
for ~hc> 15 mim,J,tt.•s betwlHm the
si~nature of Charles X (1757-1836)
and his 0\\'11 signatun• to th(• art of
abdiration. in f<lYOr of llt•Jui V, ,.,..hil~h

had a

was

\\.:in~ Sl)ilfl of
h•ngth of 21 B ft'l'L. 1t

:~:.w

fl•(•t nnd a

JH'\'t'l'

flt•w av,.un.

t•:O.:P<'tltt>d ttt tlw Chatl•ull
Homhmull(•t on August 2. 1 H:-w.

sports
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Want to read faster? Tonight Evelyn
Wood Reading Dynamics is offering
free classes.
Come to a free class tonight, and
you'll be able to increase your reading
and study speed as much as 50 to 100 per
cent.
No cost, and no obligation.
Find out how much easier school
can be. Join the millions who've taken a
free speed reading lesson and doubled
their reading speed on the spot.
With the same or better comprehension.
Then, take what you've learned and
put it to use TONIGHT to speed up your
reading and studying. TONIGHT.
Over three-quarters of a million
people from around the world have al-

ready turned to the Evelyn Wood reading
method.
These unique; copyrighted tech·
niques are now taught in over 300 cities
throughout the world. Average course
graduates can do an hour's reading in
less than 15 minutes.
Read thousands of words in a min·
ute -- that's pages in seconds, chapters
in minutes, and books in less than an
hour.
Do you still read 200 to 300 words
a minute?
80 per cent of a college student's
time is spent reading. Isn't it about time
you made it easy on yourself?
Come to a free speed reading class
tonight. Only one hour -· and it could
· save you hundreds of hours.

COME TO A FREE SPEED READING LESSON TODAY
6:30 or 8:00 P.M.
Room 231-E
Student Union Building

~ Evel~eW~~'d'R:di;~O;;amics
Call 266-7322

e

Student Tuition Plan Available

d(•

DOONESBURV

by Garry Trudeau

.

H6Y, Vl/l61NIA! rH&IU-'5
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Rates: lOt per word per day with a
$1.00 per day minimum ebarse, or 61
per word per day with a 60¢ per day
minimum charge for ada published ftve
or more consecutive days.
Terms: Payment mu•t be made In full
prior to insertion of advertl•ement.
Where: Marron Hall, Room 182
or bll mail
Classified Advertising
UNM P .0. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 8'7181
1)

PERSONALS

GSA ELECTIONS: Filing for GSA President, Chairperson of GSA council, &
two At Large Representatives to the
UNM Community Forum will begin In
GSA office, NM Union 106, on Wednesday, Sept. 11, 197-6, and run through
Monday, Sept. 16, 1974, at 4:30 p.m.
The Campaign period will run . from
Tuesday, Sept. 17, 1974, through Monday, Sept. 23, 1974. The GSA elections
for the above positions and the GSA
budget referendum will be held on Tuesday, Sept. 24, 197-6, and Wednesday,
Sept. 35, 1974. GSA office hours are
from 8:30-4 :30 daJly, for further in~!mation c.all !~03 or 372'7.
9/16
WOULD THE REAL DiU EIO'ert please
stand up?
9/11
ATENCION MUJERS CHICANAS: All
women interested In Barrio Movidas
"Lns Chicanas" - campus organization
will meet Sun. Sept. 16th, 1974, 3 :00·
4:00 PM, Chicano Studies. Con Safos.
9/13
AGORA: Because sometimes just having
someone to listen helps. Come by NW
corner of Mesa Vista, or call 277-3013.
9/13
PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You
have friends whO' care at Blrthrl.rht.
247-9819.

2l

LOST & FOUND

LOST-DEAR CLAW watch band ia
Mitchell Hall. Reward . If found. Call
299·1554 after 7.:30 PM.
9/1'7
. LOST-ST. BERNARD around the Silver
and Stanford area. Reward 268-1601.
9/17
FOUND: LAUREL J, DICKINSON'S bill·
fold in ladies' lounge, Mitchell Hall.
Identify &: Claim, Rm, 132, Marrofi
Hall.
FOUND: EDWARD LEE AQUILAR bill·
fold in Mitchell Hall. Identify A: claim.
Rm. 132, Marron HaD.
FOUND: CORAL & SILVER DRACE·
LET on Harvard. Come to Rm 132,
Marron Hall.
FOUND ON CAMPUS: Savings . Account
book and other papers. Identity and
claim in rm 132, Marron Hall.
FOUND: Student m. Delorea Rick. May
claim Rm. 132. Marron Ball.
3)

SERVICES

ASTROLOGY FRIENDSHIP SERVICE.
For information, send name, address,
blrthdate: Air Earth Fire and Water,
Dox 1695, Albuquerque, New Mexico
87102.
9/11
CLASSICAL GUITAR INSTRUCTION-..
UNM guitar major. Student of Hector
Garcia, 265·2696.
9/16
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION pbo...
Lowest prfcea In town, fut, pJeu(ng,
Near UNM. CaD 2611·2444 or come to
1'71'7 Girard N.E.
PROFESSIONAL TECHNIQUE CLASS·
ES in Middle Eastern DeDy Dance.
Even> woman Is built tor this uniquely
feminine art form. Leam to translate
an ancient ritualistic dance into a joy•
ous creative and etemal rnyetlque, Belly
dancing has no equal arnonlt exercisea
for improving muscle tone, achieving
physical poise, stamina and control. A
healthy woman fa a beautiful wornan I
Call Milea 268·7263, 6 :00·'7 :00 PM. 9/11
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. IBM carbon•
ribbon. Guaranteed accuracy, Reasonable
• · rates. 298-'JU'J,
9/18
DUPLICATE BRIDGE, Mon., Tues., Wed.,
Thurs., Sat. 7:30 PM. '719 San Mateo
NE, 268·0442.
9/18
4)

---

5)
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FOR SALE

---------~~~~~
PUT SOME
FIRE IN YOUR LIFE.
Clean-burning pine, $60 cord, delivered.
Call Kathy, 898·1636 after 6:30. 9/13
STEREO SPEAKERS, 4'x2%', $80 or best
9/13
offer, 265·6114, ask for Rob.
POOL TABLE for sale 4' x 8' composite,
$260. Call 842·6433.
9/11
SKIS: Red Hot Roc 650'a with Look·
Nevada bindinp, CaU nlghta 266-6014.
68 DODGE VAN, doors both sides, very
nice, 898-9011 evenings.
9/11
TENNIS EQUIPMENT-racquets, balls,
shorts, shoes, A shirts now on sale at
the Dike Shop, 823 Yale SE, 842-9100.
Un
1963 FORD GALAXIE GOO. New battery,
ftve new re-capped tires, power steer•
inlr, air conditioning, automatic. $350
or best offer. Call Jan 27'7·2410 week•
days or 293-3164 evenings or weekends.
9/11
PADDLEDALL, RAQUETS and balls on sale this week at the Dike Shop, 823
Yale SE. 8-62-9100,
KINGSIZE WATERDEDS, $2'1.60, com·
JJlete sYBtem $69.95, beaters $24.60.
Water Tripi, 340'7 Central NE, 268·
9/23
8465.

FOR SALE

BACKPACKERS - Come inspect New
Mexico's m011t complete selection of
eauipment at D A C K COUNTRY
SPORTS, 2421 San Pedro NE. 266-8118.
20 PORTABLE TV's $30-$60. 441 WyominJr NE, 266·698'7.
10/23

6)

Wednesday Free Films
Presents

EMPLOYMENT

PART-TIME JOB, IP'Ilduate students
only. Afternoons .t evenings. Must be
able to work Frldu A Saturday nights.
Must be over 21 yeara old. App))' In
person, no phone calls please. Save Way
Liquor Store, 5704 Lomas NE and 6616
Menaul NE.
9/18
:MANAGER POSITION open at Univer•
sity of New Mexico radio station
KUNM (Fltl), a nationally known edu·
catlonal, progressive station. Applica•
tiona available at KUNM, New Mexico
Union Building, UNM. Include resume.
" UN.M student preferred. Probable
starting date: October let. Salary:
$56'70/year. Leave applications with
Prof. Charles Coates, Journalism Dulld·
ing, Rm. 216, UNM, by 5 P.M Monday,
September 23, 1974.
9/13

"Tke 'PbafeM
Cuep&" (1939)
with Bella Wgosl
eontlnuoiL'l showlng!i
IOam·Jpm

SUB theatre

FORSALE

'69 PLYMOUTH V ALIANT-tlp condi•
tion, new paint, standard six, one owner, $1060. 2'7'1·3617, 3:00·5 :OO or 8:00·
9/1'7
10:00 PM.
FENDER PRINCETON-reverb AMP ex·
cellent condition, 1130. Panaaonic 8·
track car stereo w/home adapter, home
& car speakers. New condition. 242·
9/1'7
9092.
ALASKAN Malamutes-AKC registered,'
excellent pedigree, show/pet, terms
9/20
available, 898-6281.
BICYCLES: Lowest prices on Gitane and
other fine European Bicycles. Over 100
in stock, $75 to $500. WORLD CHAM·
PION BICYCLES, 2122 Coal PL SE,
four blocks from UNM. 843·9378. tfn
GEODESIC DOME-2·Year old home, secluded in the South Valley on an acre
of land. Perfect opportunity to begin
the road to aelf·auftlcieney, S12,1iOO•
Super terms. NORRIS REALTY, 8'77·
5194. .
.
QUIT GETTING RIPPED OFF. Duy
roof with fireplace, 4 bedrooms & share
with friends. 6 blocks from UNM.
Financially, beats renting, How? Dave
Chamberlin & pardners, 243·4096 Sun•
dance Reality. 266-6603.
9/12
STEREO HEAD PHONES S4.96, 6 foot
cord, eoft ear pads. United Frellrht
Sales. 3920 San llati!O NE.
tfn
OLD MIRAGES 1968 through 1970. S1.00
each, room 132, Marron HaJJ.
QUEEN SIZE WATER DED. S20 ealmDet
<111:5 view camera with aceeuorle~~,
phone 242-6'720 after 6 Pll.
9/13
VW CAMPER 1969, Pop-top, AM·FM.
~ve mesue for John, 2'7'7-834'7. 9/16
'74 HONDA 4&0, two months old, low
price, 261·2192.
9/18
19'72 HONDA 450 CD, 1800 mll•· S800,
B/0. Excellent eondltitln, 266-8246, 298'7601,
9/13
DOUBLE MATTRESS SPRING!,. frame,
bookcase headboard, S40 total. .l!iYellilllrl!,
256-1836.
9/11
SKI TOURING A BACKPACKING equip·
ment from the profesalohals at the Trail
Haus-Balea, rentals, service; and cilnics.
Since 196'7, New Mexico's Jeadinc •ki
touring center-Trail Haus, 1031 San
Mateo SE. 256-9190.
9/12
OLD MIRAGES, some 20 years old ••1.00
each, room 132, Marron HaD.
VINTAGE CLOTHING, . antique quilts;
oak furniture, phot.olrraphle antiques.
The Silver Sunbeam, 3409 Central NE.
9/1'7
-----------·~

Moving?

Bull Se sian

Ryder
Midnight Special

Tanir:~ht

With an 18 ft. truck

you get:

FREE
1 dolly, 12 pads, 50 miles
5pm-8am Monday thru Friday
8am-4pm Sunday
4pm-8am Sunday
2130 2nd St. N.W.

505-765-1 J 11
for only!

$20.00

Buy t Schlitz Mall: Liquar
· G•t Dn• Fr••!
7-!lpm

R.

Dkill111

~~n~••

t72D C:•ntrai.S.E.

-···----·

Friday
Night

I
~

I
Goldstein I

FOR RENT

HOUSE TO SHARE, female preferred,
$75, UNM 843·9592• 265•3'771 ·ext. 252,
9/1'7
KACHINA HOUSE; 2 blocks from UNM.
Deluxe apt., 1-bdrm, S165 utllltlea 1)ald.
265-Ga4s.
tfn
HOUSE TO SHARE: $67 mo. utllltlea
pafd, fumlshed, ftreplaee. 3716 Campue
'

I?OOMHAT6l

5££5 YOVR

/

FURNISHED NEW 1-bdrm and studios,
pool & jacuzzi, laundry, Patios & DBQa,
twin or double beds. 8 furniture choices.
Very mod SUO & $1'76 1-block from
Girard & Vall. The Forum, 2800 Vail
SE, 842·0112.
9/11
MIDNIGHT SPECIAL, Ryder overnight
sleep tomorrow, 766·1111.
Un
S H A R E STORAGE S12/mo. Resident
Manager, 1824 Duena Vista SE. Office
hours 4·6; 842·6166.
9/20
ON CAMPUS PARKING reasonable rate.
Call 243-0873 after ,6 PM.
9/11
FURNISHED HOUSES. AAA two and
three bedrooms. VerJ clean. Near Unl•
venity and north wst. 242·7814, 24'7•
1006, 242·1871.
tfn
THE CITADEL APARTMENTS - An
apartment complex for the :vouns and
the young at heart. Rents start at 1130.
Large swimming pool. Eftlciencles A
1 bdrm available, fumlahed or un•
furnished. Walkln.r distance to UNM.
1520 University NE. 243·2494,
10/4
...
FURNISHED
APARTMENTS.
AAA
Apartments. One, two, and three rooms.
Very clean, near University and north
west. 2-62·'7814, 24'7-1006, 242-18'71. tfn
UNFURNISHED HOUSES. AAA two and
three bedrooms. Ve-a clean. Near Unl•
verslty and north weat. 242·7814, 24'7·
1006, 242·18'11.
tfn
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Saturday
Night
Entertainment by

David Lloyd

I Serving
~
~
~
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Pizza

SUB

~Room 12

